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Sign in or create an account
Enter your email or custom username, press sign up of  you are a new user.



Create an account
It only takes a minute or two, then you're ready to start commissioning and maintaining your buildings.
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The zencontrol cloud interface allows building owners, installers and 
electricians to monitor and control all their buildings from one secure, encrypted, 
convenient and easy to use interface. zencontrol cloud represents seamless bi-

directional building lighting management with a full set of class leading features.
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Sites
This is an overview over your sites. The user- icon indicates which sites you are the owner of.
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Edit / add site
Here you can view and edit your site details
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Sites
This is an overview over your sites. The user- icon indicates which sites you are the owner of.



The zencontrol grid control makes commissioning and setup fast and efficient, 
save days and in some cases weeks when using the zencontrol grid compared to 

standard building control software. The grid format makes it easy to drill down to the 
data you need quickly with a dynamically displayed dataset. Change your view to 

building, floor or area quickly. Copy and paste existing setups easily to replicate the 
same setting across common controlled items. Identify problem setups and issues 

quickly as the zencontrol grid identifies and alerts the user of potential problems.
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Grid view
Project commissioning is the process of assuring that all systems and components of a building or industrial plant are designed, installed, tested, operated
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Monitor and test your site automatically from the zencontrol cloud. Control the 
Emergency testing schedule, view and email test reports and fault logs quickly and 

easily. Track the data easily and quickly with quality fitting information which 
includes the brand, name and serial number of the product. Identify problem 
products faster with easy to find replacement history Additionally, zencontrol 

emergency testing works flawlessly with any DALI compliant emergency product as 
well as all Ektor Wi-Fi emergency products. zencontrol automatically performs any 

required duration and function testing of emergency devices as required by relevant 
building authorities. Automatically generated test results are published to the 

zencontrol cloud and are available immediately.
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Grid view
Project commissioning is the process of assuring that all systems and components of a building or industrial plant are designed, installed, tested, operated



The zencontrol plan provides an interface to quickly and visually interact with 
the building and control system. zencontrol plan shows the current status of 

connected building luminaires and control gear including activated lights and any 
failures. Control lights individually and initiate emergency testing directly from the 

visual interface. With zencontrol plan building monitoring, fault reporting and testing 
is fast and efficient.
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Plan view
Filter, drag and drop products onto your selected floor to manage your devices
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